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0. Introduction 
In [I], Birget constructed an embedding of any unambiguous semigroup S into a 
regular semigroup (S),,,. An important application of this construction is a stronger 
version of the Synthesis Theorem [2]. The last 20 pages of [l] are devoted to a 
rather long proof that the elements of (S),,, can be written uniquely in coded normal 
form. This property gives access to the main properties of (S),,, (Green’s relations, 
preservation of bounded torsion, etc.). 
Here we construct (S),,, by a different method. Given an unambiguous semigroup S, 
let N be the set of all normal sequences. It is an easy matter to set up as in [l] a 
procedure which puts the product of two normal sequences in normal form. This is 
done in Section 1 and defines an operation on No = N U {0}, which is further studied 
in Section 2. No has some associativity properties but is not a semigroup. 
Inspired by the coding procedure in [l], we construct in Section 3 an equivalence 
relation % on No such that each nonzero V-class contains exactly one coded normal 
sequence. Our main proofs in Section 4 show that %? is a congruence and that C = N”,J’6 
is a semigroup. It is now easy to show that C ” (S),,,. Hence, every nonzero element 
of (9X, is the product of a unique coded normal sequence. 
We recall the definition of (S),, from [l] (see also [3]). Denote by &J the left 
Green’s preorder (x $y if and only if x E Sly); x <yy means x $y but not x 9,; 
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x 2,y means x <y-v or x +y; x l]vy means that x 2,~’ does not hold. Similar 
notations apply to .#. 
Let S be a semigroup which is left unambiguous (if x, y Zvz, then x 2, y) and 
right unambiguous (if X, y > x z, then x 2 x y). Let S* be a set which is disjoint from 
S and comes with a bijection x H x* of S onto S* (x* and S* are denoted by X 
and S in [l]). Let O@SUS*. Then (S),,, is the semigroup generated by S U S* U {0}, 
subject to: 
(1) if xy =z in S, then xy =z in (S),,,; 
(2) if xy =z in S, then y*x* =z* in (S),,,; 
(3) oo=o; 
(4) Ox =x0 = Ox” =x*0 = 0, for all x E S; 
(5) xx*x=x and x*xx* =x*, for all XES; 
(6L) if x /yvy in S, then xy* =0 in (S),,,; 
(6R) if x Il./~y in S, then x*y=O in (S),,,. 
These defining relations readily imply that every nonzero element a of (S),,, can be 
written in the form 
a = [a,]a~aj . . zn_l [&I, 
where bracketed terms may be missing, a; g,~+t if i is odd, ai 2.a;+t if i is even, 
and 
[Ul >]a2> ... >&_I >ak <&+I <ak+Z< ..’ <a2n-l[<a2n] 
for some k. This is a normal form with center Uk. The definition in [l, p. 691 is slightly 
different. A more convenient formulation is given in Section 1. 
Let L be a cross-section of 9 and R be a cross-section of .%. The element a is 
in coded normal form if, furthermore, a; E R if i< k and i is odd, a, EL if i < k and 
i is even, ai EL if i > k and i is odd, and a, E R if i > k and i is even. (There is no 
membership restriction on &. ) 
It is true but not obvious that each nonzero element of (S),,, has a unique coded 
normal form. In particular, xfy in S implies x # y in (S),,, so that S is indeed em- 
bedded in (S),,, (this can be shown more directly; see [l, pp. 73-761). The uniqueness 
of coded normal forms is shown in [l]; what follows provides a different proof. 
1. Normal sequences 
In what follows, we assume that S is unambiguous. (This hypothesis is used only 
once, in the proof of Lemma 4.4.) 
A starred sequence is a nonempty sequence a = (al,. . ,a,) of elements of S in 
which every other term (i.e., every term with odd index, or every term with even 
index) is designated as sturred, the remaining terms being unstarred. (Formally, a is a 
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pair of mappings, a : { 1,. . . , n} ---f S and st : { 1,. . . , n} + {starred, unstarred}, such that 
st(i+ l)#st(i) for all i<n.) 
A normal sequence is a starred sequence a = (al,. . , a,) in which 
ai 2Y, a,+1 if a; is starred and ai 2x a,+~ if a, is unstarred, 
and there exists 1 5 k 5 n such that 
al >a2> .f. )ak_l >ak <ak+l <ak+2< ‘.. <a,; 
n = Ial is the length of a and ak is the center of a. We let N denote the set of all 
normal sequences, and No = N U {0}, where 0 #N. 
Every normal sequence a = (al , . . . ,a,) has a product z(a) E (S),, which is by def- 
inition in normal form; namely, z(a) =a\*‘. . .ap’, where aI*’ =a,* if a, is starred. 
a/*’ = ai if a, is unstarred. This provides a mapping rt : N” + (S),,,, which is surjective 
since every element of (S),,, can be put in normal form. 
The definition of normal sequences is self-dual in that a sequence remains normal 
if starred and unstarred status are exchanged and at the same time left and right are 
exchanged in S. The definition is also left-right symmetric in that (at,. . . , a,) normal 
implies (a,, , al ) normal if each term retains its starred or unstarred status and at the 
same time left and right are exchanged in S; but this reversal may change the center 
term. 
A subsequcnw of a normal sequence a = (at,. . . ,a,,) is a subsequence (a,,~,+,. 
“‘, a/) (without gaps) in which each term has the same starred or unstarred status 
as in a. Subsequences of normal sequences are normal. 
We seek a procedure which puts products x(a)n(b) in normal form. 
Products x_v*z with x IV,V >.# z, and products x* yz* with x $ y Zv z, must first be 
put in normal form. For this we use the Birget opercttion, which is a partial ternary 
operation B and S defined as follows. 
Given a, b, CES, B(a,b,c)=d is defined if and only if a su b >.@c; then d = tc. 
where t ES’ and a= tb. Since c= bv for some v, a= tb=ub implies tc= tbv=uhv 
= UC; hence B(a, 6, c) is well-defined. We see that, dually, B(a, b, c) = au, where L’ ES’ 
and c = bv. 
The construction of B(a, b,c) is implicit in [l]. Property (3) below is used in [l] to 
put the elements of (S),,, in normal form. 
Lemma 1.1. When a<ub>Rc und d=B(a,b,c): 
(1) a>,Ad<Y,c; 
(2) f a = b, then d = c; if b = c, then d = a; 
(3) in (S),,,, ab*c = d and c*ba* = d*; 
(4) if a 2’ b, then d = B(a, b, c) implies c 1” d and c = B(b, a, d); dually, if h .&’ L’, 
then d = B(a, b, c) implies a 8d und a = B(d, c, 6); 
(5) if v~~w>.~x und x<~,~>.~z, then v IY w >.# B(x, y,z), B(v, w,x) &J 
>#z, and B(v,w,B(x,y,z))=B(B(v,w,x),y,z). 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious. 
(3) If a = tb and c = bv, then ab*c = tbb*bv = tbv = d. 
(4) Assume a Y b, with a = tb, b = ua, and let c = bv I,# b. If d = B(a, b, c), then 
d = au9 bv = c, with d = tc and c = ud, and c = B(b,a,d). 
(5) Let u 59 w >,XX and x &y >,@ z. Let u = tw and z =yu. Then B(v, w,x) = tx <u 
X<YY, B(.GY,Z)=XU<JX<RW, B(v,w,B(x,y,z))=t(xu), and W(%w),y,z)= 
(tx)u. 0 
Properties B(a, b, c) = ab*c, B(a, b, c)* = c*ba* of B, and axioms (l), (2), yield a 
recursive procedure which puts 7c(a&(b) E (S),,, in normal form when 1 bl = 1. In this 
straightforward result it is convenient to let the product of the empty sequence equal 
1 E (S&s. 
Lemma 1.2. Let a = a[,*’ . . . up’ E (S),,, be in normal form and y E S. 
(A) Zf a, is starred, then ay is found thus: 
(Al) Zj’ a, Il.~y, then ay = 0. 
(A2) Zf a, < py, or if n = 1 and a,, 2.x y, or if n > 1 and a,_ 1 >y a, &y, then 
* [*I ay=a, a2 . ..a,*~ is in normal form. 
(A3) If n > 1 and a,_1 &a,, >,+y, then ay = a[l*‘a~’ . a,*_,z, where z = 
B(a,-l,a,,y). 
[*I [*I (B) Zf a,, is unstarred, then ay = aI a2 . a,*_,~, where z = a, y. 
(C) Zf a, is unstarred, then ay* is found thus: 
(Cl) Zfan Ilyy, then ay* =O. 
(C2)Ifa,<~y,orifn=landa,~~y,orifn>landa,_~>.~a,>~y,then 
1*1 [*I ay=a, a2 . ..a.y * is in normal form. 
(C3) Zf n > 1 and a,_1 I.@ a,, >uy, then ay* = a[l*‘ar’ . . . an_-2z*, where z = 
WY, a,, a,- 1). 
(D) Zf a,, is starred, then ay* =a, [*I,~1 . ..a,_,z*, where z=ya,. 
In Lemma 1.2, (A)-(D) are mutually exclusive and cover all possible cases. If (A) 
holds, then one of (Al), (A2), (A3) holds: if n = 1, then either (Al) or (A2); if n> 1 
and a,_1 >~a,,, then either (Al) or (A2); if a,_1 <ya,, then either (Al) or (A2) 
or (A3), depending on whether a, 1l.g y, a,<,#~, or a, >.~y. Dually, (Cl)-(C3) are 
mutually exclusive and cover all possible cases when (C) holds. 
A right action . of S US* on No can now be defined recursively as follows, based 
on Lemma 1.2. Let a =(a,,. . . , a,)EN and YES. Then O.y=O and 
(A) If a, is starred, then a ‘y is found thus: 
(Al) If a, Il.&y, then a ‘y = 0. 
(A2) If a,, < ,$y, or if n = 1 and a, >_#y, or if n > 1 and a,_ 1 >_y a,, &y, then 
a ‘y = (al,. . . , a,, y) E N, with y unstarred. 
(A3) If n=2 and a,_~ SiPa, >,* y, then a.y=(z), where z=B(a,_~,a,,y) is 
unstarred. 
(A4) If n>2 and a,_1 IYaa,>ay, then a.y=(al,...,a,_z).z, where z= 
B(a,_l,a,,y) and a,,__2 is starred. 
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(B) If a, is unstarred, then a .y is found thus: 
(Bl) if n= 1, then a.y=(z), where z=any is unstarred; 
(B2) if n>l, then a.y=(ai,..., a,_,). z, where z = a, y and a,_ 1 is starred. 
(C) If a, is unstarred, then a .y* is found thus: 
(Cl) If a,, /IYj y, then a .y* =O. 
(C2) If a, cvy, or if n= 1 and a, &y, or if n> 1 and a,_~ >.~a, kuyj, then 
a -y* = (al , . . . ,a,,~) E IV, with y starred. 
(C3) If n = 2 and a,_, IT& a, >~yy, then a.,~* = (z), where z =B(y,a,,u,_~ ) 
and is starred. 
(C4) If n>2 and a,_1 <,Hua,>Fy, then u.y*=(al,...,u,_z).z*, where z= 
B( y, a,, a,_~ 1) and an_2 is unstarred. 
(D) If a,, is starred, then a .y* is found thus: 
(Dl ) if n = 1, then a.y* = (z), where z = y.u, is starred; 
(D2) if n>l, then a.y*=(ul,...,u,_l).z*, where z=yun and a,_] is un- 
starred. 
Note that cases (A3), (B), (C3), and (D) in Lemma 1.2 have been split, since normal 
sequences may not be empty. Also, the action of SUS* on No is self-dual (remains 
unchanged if starred and unstarred status are exchanged and at the same time left and 
right are exchanged in S, which includes replacing B(x, y,z) by B(z, y,x)). 
A multiplication on No can now be defined as follows: if a and b = (bl, . , b,) E N, 
then 00=Ou==uO=O and 
(where bj*] denotes b* if b, is starred and bi if bi is unstarred). 
Like the action of SUS* on No, the multiplication on No is self-dual, but its def- 
inition is not left-right symmetric. We defined a .y and a .y* so that rc(a .y) = rc(u)y 
and n(a .y* ) = rc(u)y*; hence n(ub) = x(u)n(b). 
No is generally not a semigroup. For example, assume that W is not the equality on 
S, and let x 3y in S with x # y. Let a = (x), with x unstarred; b = (x, y), with x starred; 
and L’ = (y), with y starred. Since B(x,x, y) = y, (A3) and (A2) yield (ub)c = (y, y), 
with the second y starred. Since B(y, y,x) =x, (C3) and (C2) yield u(bc) = (x,x), with 
the second x starred, and a(bc) #(ub)c. 
However, No is, like (S) reg, generated by a copy of S US* U (0) subject to the same 
relations. For each x E S, define normal sequences 
X = (x) with s unstarred, and X* =(x) with x starred 
Proposition 1.3. If a = (al,. . . , a,) E N, then 
u=(.._((ci,Ci*)a^3)...)ci,, 
bl*here 6; = 5; if a; is unstarred, a^i = ai* ij ai is starred. 
Proof. If Ial = 1 then u=a^i and the result is trivial. If Ial > 1 we proceed by induction 
on lal. Let u’=(ui,...,u,_,)~N. Assume that a, is starred; the case where a, is 
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unstarred is dual. By definition, a’& = a’ . ax, and the last term a,_, of a’ is unstarred. 
Let a have center ak. If k = n, then a,_ 1 >y a,*. If k = n - 1, then a,_ 1 Iy a,, with 
un_2>,~a,_r ifn-l>l.Ifk<n-l,thenn-l>l anda,_l<~~~.Ineithercase, 
(C2) yields a’.a,* =(al,...,a,_~,a,)=a. 0 
Proposition 1.4. The dejning relations of(S),, hold in NO. 
Proof. Straightforward. (1) and (2) follow from (Bl) and (Dl): if xy = z in S, then 
XJ=Z by (Bl) and j*X*=Z* by (Dl). (3) and (4) hold since 0 is a zero element 
of No. (6L) follows from (Cl) (if x 11~ y, then Xj* = 0) and (6R) from (Al). 
Let x ES. By (C2), XX* =(x,x), with the second x starred; by (A3), (E*)X=X, 
since B(x,x,x) =x. Hence, X(X*X) = (X .x*) .x = (XX*).? =X. Similarly, X*X = (x,x) 
by (A2), with the second x unstarred, so that (X*X)X* =X* by (C3) and X*(X.?*)= 
(x* .x).x* =(x*x)x* =z*. Thus (5) holds in No, with any disposition of parentheses. 
0 
These proofs suggest that No has some associativity properties. 
Let a=(al,..., u,)EN and i<n. Let a’=(at ,..., ai) and a”=(ai+t ,..., a,), where 
each term has the same starred or unstarred status as in a. Then a’, a” EN and 
Proposition 1.3 yields a’a” = (. ((Z~L&)&). . .)& = a. H ence, the product of contiguous 
subsequences of a is their concatenation. Since concatenation is associative, parentheses 
may be omitted in Proposition 1.3, or may be placed in any way which makes sense: 
Lemma 1.5. Zf a=(al,...,a,)EN, then a=a^l&...ri,, where parentheses cun he 
added ad libitum. 
Lemma 1.6. Let a,bEN, with b=(bl,..., b,) and Ibl>l. Let i<m, b’=(b, ,..., b;), 
and b”=(b;+,,..., b,). Then a(b’b”) = (ab’)b”. 
Proof. We saw that b’b” = b; then ab= (ab’)b” follows from the definition of the 
multiplication on No. 0 
Additional technical properties of the multiplication in No are given in the next 
section. 
2. Products in N 
Lemma 2.1. Let a = (al,. . ,a,,) EN with center ak und y E S. 
(a) If a, is starred, then aj is found us follows. Construct yn+l, y,_l,. , yy as 
follows: y,,+l = y; while i>2 and ai-2 sY a,_, >,#yi, let y;__2 = B(aiP2,a;_l, y;). 
Then q’k, and either q= 1, or q>l und aq-l Il,#yy, or q>l and uq-l <.~y,, or 
q=2 and aq_l &yq, or q>2 und uq__2>y~uq_l >d y,. 
(b) Ifq>l and u4_1 II,Nyy, then aj=O; otherwise ay=(al,...,a,_l, y4), with yy 
unstarred. 
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(c) If a, is unstarred, then ay -* is found as follows. Construct Y,,+I, y,_l,. . , .v, us 
follows: yn+l = y; while i > 2 and a,_2 5.8 ai- >yJ_yi, let y;-2 = B( y,, a,_ 1, ai_2 ). 
Thenq>k andeitherq=l,orq>l anda,_l~l~,yq, orq>l anda,_l<~~_v~, or 
q = 2 and aq_ I >~y,, or q>2 and aq_2>.xaq_l +yy. 
[f q> 1 and ay-1 11 y y,, then aL;* = 0; otherwise a_?* = (al,. . ,a,_~, yq), with yy 
starred. 
Proof. We prove (a) by induction on n; (c) follows by duality. Let a,, be starred, by 
definition, a7 = a .y. 
If n= 1, then q=n + 1 =2 and yy=y. If a, Ij:Hy, then a.y=O by (Al) and (ab) 
holds. Otherwise, ai <.#y or al >.rpy; then a ‘y = (al, y) by (A2). Thus (a) holds. 
Now let n > 1. Again if a, 11.8 y, then a .y = 0 by (Al ), and (a) holds with q = n + I 
and yy=y. If a,,<.#~, or if u,_i>yu,,L~y, then u.y=(al,..., an-l,y) by (A2) and 
(a) holds, again with q = n + 1 and yq = y. 
Otherwise a,_ 1 <u a, &y. If n = 2, then (A3) yields a .y = 5, where z = B(a+ 1, 
a,,,_~); hence (a) holds, with q=l. If n>2, then (A4) yields u.y=(ul,...,a,_2).;, 
where z = B(a,_ 1, a,,, y). By the induction hypothesis, (al,. . . , ~,~_2) z is found by con- 
structingy,_~,...,y~ as follows: y,_i =z=B(a,_I,a,,y); whilei>2anda,_21Ya,_i 
&,v;, let y-2 = B(ui_2,ui_,, y;). Adding y,,+t = y yields the sequence in (a); therefore 
(a) holds for a .y. 0 
Note that products uJ with a, unstarred, and av* with a, starred, are obtained by 
combining (B) and (D) with the above. 
Lemma 2.2. Let a = (al,. . . ,a,,) EN with center ak, and x ES. 
(a) If al is starred, then .?a is found as follows. Construct x0,x2, .,x,, us ,follobvs: 
x0 =x; while i<n ~ 1 and x, <u a;+, X8 ai+2, let x,+2 = B(x,,a;+l ,a,+z). 
Then p<k+l undeither p=n, or p<n andx,~~~u,+l, or p<n undxP>Y~a,+~, 
or p=n-1 andx,I~a,+l, or p<n-1 andx,,<~c++l <.“aP.+2. 
Lf p <n and xt, I/y at,+1 , then xa = 0; otherwise, .?a = (x,,, up+ 1.. , a,), with x,) un- 
stmred. 
(b) Ij’ a, is unstarred, then ,?a is found as follows. 
(bl) If n=2, then ia=.?, where z=xul. 
(b2) Zj’n >2, then ,?a =?(a~, . . , a,), where z =xal and a2 is starred. 
(c) If al is unstarred, then ~?*a is jbund as follows. Construct x0,x?,. . .,x,, us 
j0110~~: xo =x; while i<n - 1 and xi <,+ai+l & ai+2, let x;+Z = B(ai+2,ai+I,xi). 
Then p<k+ 1 and either p=n, or p<n andxP (j.~u,,+l, or p<n undx,, >.#a,+,, 
or p = n - 1 and x,, 5.r a,+,, or p<n - 1 and xt, Id a,,+~ <y uP+2. 
Lf p<n and xP Il.ra,+l, then ?*u=O; otherwise, .?*u=(x~,u,+~ ,..., a,), kvith x,, 
starred. 
(d) [f aI is starred, then _?*a is jbund us follows. 
(dl) Ifn= 1, then Z*U=~*, where z=alx. 
(d2) Zfn> 1, then x*u=P*(a2 , . , . ,a,), where z = alx and u2 is unstarred. 
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Proof. Again we proceed by induction on n. We assume that al is starred and prove 
(a) and (d); duality then yields (b) and (c). 
Assume n=l. Then xa=ZZF=x.u:, so that p=O and x0=x. If xIlual, then 
,?,aT=O by (Cl). If x >#a~, or if ~<~al, then X. UT = (n,al ) with al starred, 
by (C2). Either way, (a) holds. Also .?*a =Z* by (D), where z = UIX, and (dl) holds. 
Now assume n> 1. Let a’= (al,. . .,a,_,) (with ai starred or unstarred as in a). 
By definition of the multiplication, _?a = (%‘) .ap’, and similarly for X*. By the 
induction hypothesis, ,?a’ is given by (a): construct x0,x2,. . . ,xq as follows: xg =x; 
while i <n - 2 and xi 5 y ai+1 >.# a;+~, let x,+2 = B(xj, qi+i, ai+z). Then either q = n - 1, 
orq<n-1 andx,Ilu~~+i,orq<n-1 andxq>yuq+l,orq=n-2andx,<Yu,+1, 
or q<n - 2 and xy $ucr,+i <,#uy+2. 
If q<n-1 and x4 \I~a~+i, then p = q, .?a’ = 0, xa = 0, and (a) holds for a. Otherwise 
x&-(x(+,+~,... , a,_ I), with xq unstarred. 
If q=n-1, then p=q and a, is starred; if xqIIyua,, then :a=0 by (Cl); 
if xq 2, a,, then xu = (x,, a,) by (C2), with a, starred; either way (a) holds for a. 
If q<n - 1 and xq >yuay+i, then p=q and either uq+l <Ha,+2 <y ... <a,, or 
Uq+l >Paq+2 >.+?..’ >ak <ak+l < “. <a,. In either case, (x,, aq+ ,, . , a,) is a normal 
sequence and (.?a’) . url = (x,, uq+l , , a,) by Lemma 1.5. Hence (a) holds for a. 
If q = n - 2 and xY IY uq+l, then n is even, u,~ is unstarred, and a,_, 2, a,,. 
If a,_~ + a,, then (A2) yields (ia’). a, = (x,, a,_~, a,) and (a) holds for a, with p = q. 
If a,,_, 2.8 a,, then (A3) yields (,?a’). a, = 2, where z = B(u,, a,,-l,xq). Hence (a) holds 
for a, with p = q + 2 and xP = z. 
If q<n-2 and x,$u,+l <.#aq+2, then p=q, aq+l <.4uq+2 <Y ... <a,. 
(x,, uq+l,. , a,) is a normal sequence, (.?a’). a; = (x,, aq+l, . . . , a,,) by Lemma 1.5, and 
(a) holds for a. 
Still with al starred, we have ZY*U = (x*0’) .ui;*]. If n = 2, then cc,, is unstarred, 
_?*a’=.?* by (dl) and the induction hypothesis, where z =a]~; hence (?*a’) .a, = 
z*(u,). If n >2, then, by (d) and the induction hypothesis, .?*a’ =?*(a~, . ,a,,_~), 
where z-six and a2 is unstarred; hence (.?*~‘).a:] = (.?*(a2,...,an-I))& = 
?“(a2 ,..., a,I). In both cases (d2) holds for a. 0 
The symmetry between Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 will be used in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.3. Let a = (al,. . ,a,,) E N, where a, is starred, and b = (al,. . . ,a,_,, b,,), 
where a, 9 b, with b,, = tu,, u,=ub,, where t,uES’. Let CEN. 
Thencu=Oifundonlyij’cb=O. Zfcu,cb#O,fetcu=(cl,...,cP); thencb=(cl,..., 
cP- 1, d,), where dP = tcP and cP = udP. 
Proof. If n > 1, let a’ = (al,. , a,_ 1) and c’ = ca’. Then ca = ca’ a,* = c’ . a,* and cb = 
cu’ bz = c’ b,*. The equalities cu = c’ u,* and cb = c’ bz also hold when n = 1 if we 
let c’ = c. Let c’ = (x1,. . . ,x,). We prove by induction on q that c’ u,* and c’ . bz have 
the properties in the statement. 
First assume that xq is unstarred, so that we are in case (C). 
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If xq I(Yu,, then xq liubn and ca=cb=O. 
If xq <Ya,, or if q= 1 and ~~>~a,, or if q>l and +I >.#~~>~a~, then 
xq <u kl, or q = 1 and xq zu b,, or q > 1 and xq-i >.#xy > YJ b,, and (C2) yields ca = 
(x, ,..., xq,an) and cb=(xl,..., xq, b,), with a, and b, starred. In particular, the result 
holds when q = 1. 
If q=2 and xq_i 5.$x, >yaanr then xy_l L&xy >yh, and (C3) yields ca=T* and 
cb=G*, where z=B(a,,xy,xy_,) and w=B(b,,xq,xy_,). In this case xy_i =xyy for 
some rES’, so that z=a,r, w=b,r; hence, b, =ta,, a,, =ub, implies w=tz and 
z=uw. 
If q > 2 and xq_-l 1.# xq >y a,,, then xq_-l <.# xq Zir 6, and (C4) yields ca = (XI,. . , 
x~-~).z* and cb=(x,,...,xq-z).w*, where z = B(an,xq,xq_,) and w = B(bn,xy,xq-, ). 
As above, w = tz and z = uw; in this case, the result follows from the induction hy- 
pothesis. 
Now assume that xy is starred, so that we are in case (D). If q = 1 then ca = Z* 
and cb=W”, where z = a,xq and w = b,xq satisfy w = tz and z = uw. If q> 1, then 
ca=(x, ,..., xy_,).z* and cb=(x, ,..., xq_,).w*, with z and w as above, and the 
result follows from the induction hypothesis. 0 
3. The coding congruence 
The equivalence relation Gk on No is defined as follows. First, a % 0 if and only if 
O%a, if and only if a=O. Let a=(a,,...,a,) and b=(b,,...,b,)E:N, with centers 
ak and ht. Then a% b if and only if m = n, k= k, a, and b, are both starred or both 
unstarred, and there exist sequences to, tl,. , t,,+l and ~0. ~1,. , u,,+I ES’ such that 
to=Ua=t,+r=U,+~=lES’ and 
(i) if i<k and ai is starred, then u;tiai=ai=a,ti_-IU,~I, tiUIh;=b,=biu;_,t,._,, 
b;=tia;t,_,, and a;=uibiu,_,; 
if i<k and a; is unstarred, then ait,ui=a;=ui_,ti_,ai, bitl,t;=b,=t,_,u,_,b,, b,= 
ti_,a;t;, and a, =u~_,~;u;; 
(ii) if i>k and al is starred, then ait;ui=a;=u,+lt,+,a;, biuiti=b,=t,+,u,+,h,, 
bi = t;+,aiti, and a, =U,+,biui; 
if i>k and ai is unstarred, then Uitiai=ai=a;t,+,u,+,, tiu;bi=h,=b;u;+,t;+,, b;= 
t;ait,+,, and ai =uibiui+i; 
(iii) if ak iS starred, then aktk__1U&_l =ak =uk+ltk+lak, bkUk_,tb_1 =bk =tk+,llk+,bh, 
bk = tk+laktk-1, and ak = Uk+,bkUk_]; 
if ak iS unstarred, then Uk_ltk_lak=ak=aktk+luk+l, tk_,Llk_,bk=hi:=b~Lli;tl 
tk+,, bk=tk-laktki,, and ak=Uk-,bkUk+l. 
If n= 1, then aVb if and only if a-b. 
The definition of a%? b will be justified shortly. It is self-dual, but not quite left- 
right symmetric (since reversal may affect centers). Some parts of the definition are 
redundant: tk and Uk are not used, and if, say, i < k and ai is starred, then a, = a; t,_ , u,_ I 
follows from ai <yai_, and a,_, =ai_,ti_,u;_, (if i>l). 
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It is convenient to use diagrams to 
t 
a$b 
u 
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state the definition of %. Denote by 
the relationships b = at, a = bu and by 
the relationships b = ta, a = ub. Like dip and 92, these relationships commute: 
if t [T u u’ , then u and conversely. 
. CiC c 
The diagraml' form of (i)-(iii) is 
i<k: ai starred: 
11-1 
ai I aiti_l =uibi 
ai unstarred: 
ai I aiti = Ui_ 1 b; 
biul-1 = tia, j 
ur-I 
b, 
i>k: a; starred: 
t, 
I ai ti = Ui+ 1 b, 
bi 
b;ui = t,_lai - <_ bi 
u. 
ai unstarred: 
ai 
f,+1 
I ait,+ = uibl 
ak starred: ak unstarred: 
4-I 4+1 
ak I aktk-I ak I aktkil 
bkuk-1 e h bkUk+l ; bk 
Proposition 3.1. %T is an equivalence relation. 
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Proof. Let a, b EN. If a = b, then (i)-(iii) hold with li = ui = 1 for all i; hence a % h. 
Exchanging t and u shows that a +? b implies b W a. 
Assume a %?b and b W c, where c = (cl,. . , c,) EN. There exists sequences t and u 
such that (i)-(iii) hold for a and b, and sequences v and w such that (i)-(iii) hold 
for b and c. We construct sequences x and y such that (i)-(iii) hold for a and c. 
For (i), the diagram below, and the dual diagram in case ai is unstarred, 
i<k,a, starred: . - b, a I -. < 
show that (i) holds for (a) and (c) if 
X, = v, ti and yi = U;W~ if i <k and ai is starred; 
X, = ti V; and .vi = IVY ui if i <k and ai is unstarred. 
Similar diagrams show that (iii) holds for (a) and (c) if 
xi = ti vi and y; = W, Ui if i > k and a; is starred; 
xi = vi ti and yi = ui wi if i > k and ai is unstarred. 
Then the diagram below, and the dual diagram in case ak is unstarred, 
show that (iii) holds for a and c. 0 
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The definition of a%? b is based on the coding procedure in [l] and means that a 
would code to b if b,, . . , bk_ 1 and bk+, , . , b, were in the appropriate cross-sections. 
More precisely, let L be a cross-section of _Y and R be a cross-section of 9; a normal 
sequence c = (cl,. . . , c,) is coded in case 
if i < k, then c; EL if ci is starred, ci E R if ci is unstarred; 
if i> k, then ci E R if c; is starred, ci EL if ci is unstarred. 
Proposition 3.2. Every W-class contains exactly one coded sequence. 
Proof. We let a=(a,,..., a,,) be any normal sequence, with center a,+, and show that 
there is just one coded normal sequence c such that a%c. 
If k > 1, then cl,. . . , ck- , are uniquely determined as follows. When a % c, construct 
d,, . . . , dk thus: if ai is starred, then di = ait,_, ; if ai is unstarred, then d; = ti-,ai. By (i), 
ai .S? di _Y c; if ai is starred, ai 9 d; 9 ci if ai is unstarred; if i > 1, then di = B(ai, c;_i, 
d;_, ) if ai is starred, di = B(di_ ,, ci-, , a;) if a, is unstarred. 
If c is coded we have d, = a, Yc, EL if a, is starred, d, = a, 2c, E R if ai is un- 
starred. This completely determines d, and cr. Assume that di_ I and c;_ l are uniquely 
determined and that i < k. If ai is starred, then di = B(ai,c;_, ,di_, ) and there is only 
one ci EL such that ci 6Yd,; if ai is unstarred, then di = B(di_,, ci_,,ai) and there 
is only one ci E R such that ci adi. Thus ~1,. . . , ck-_l and d,,. . .,dk_, are uniquely 
determined. (This follows the coding procedure in [l, p. 931.) 
If k tn, construct d,‘, . . , d; as follows: if a, is starred, then d: = ti+,ai; if ai is un- 
starred, then dj = a,&+, . As above, d,‘, . . , dL+, and c,, . . , ck+l are uniquely determined. 
If ak is starred, then dk =B(dk_,,ck_,,ak) (or dk =ak, if k= l), d: =B(ak,ck+,,dk+,) 
(or di = ak, if k = n), and (iii) yields ck = B(dk, ak, d:). which uniquely determines Ck. 
Dually ck = B(dL, ak, dk ) is uniquely determined when ak iS unstarred. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let a=(a, ,..., a,,), b=(b,, . . . . b,)EN. Ifa%Tb and n>l, then (a, ,..., 
a,_,)%?(b,,...,b,_2,c,_,), ,chere c,-, is as follows: 
(a) Let k=n. Ifa,_, is starred, then c,_, =a,_,t+l; also c,_, =u+,b,_,, b,_, = 
t+,c,_,, a,, =u+,b,,, and b, = t,_,a,,. 
If a,_, is unstarred, then c,,_, = tn_2a,,_,; also c,-, = b,,_,u,_,, b,,_, = b,,u+,, and 
b, = ant+,. 
(b) Let k=n - 1. If a,,-, is starred, then c,-, =a,_,&-2; also c,_, =u+,b,_,, 
b,_, =t,,_,c,_,, a,=u,_,b,, and b,=t,_,a,. 
If a,_, is unstarred, then c,,_, = t,_la,,_,; also c,_, = b+,u,_,, b,_, = c,_,tn_,, 
a,, = b,,u,_,, and b,, = a,&_,. 
(c) Let k<n-1. Ifa,,_, is starred, then c,,-, =a,_,t,_,; also c,_, =ul,bn_,, b,_, = 
t,,c,_, , a,, = unb,, and b,, = &a,. 
If a,_, is unstarred, then c,_, =tn-,a,_,; also c,-, = b,_,u,, b,_, =cn-,tn, a,,= 
b,,u,,, and 6, =a,,&. 
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Proof. Assume that a,_, is starred; the case where a,_, is unstarred is dual. Let 
a’ = (a,, . . , a,_,) and b’=(b,,...,bn_2,cn-,). We choose c,?-, so that (i))(iii) hold 
for a’ and 6’ with the same t and u when t,, and u, are replaced by 1 E S’. 
(a) If k = n, then a’ V b’ requires c,_, = a,_, tn-2 by (iii). Then (i) and (iii) hold for 
a’ and b’. Also a%b yields c,~_, =u,_,b,_,, b,_, =t+,c,,-, by (i), and a,,=u,_,h,,, 
b, = tn_,un by (iii). 
(b) If k=n - 1, then a’%b’ requires c,-, =un_ltn_2 by (iii). Again (i) and (iii) 
hold for a’ and b’. Also a %? b yields c,_, = u,_ 1 b,-, , b,,_ 1 = t,,_ lc,,_ 1 by (i), and 
a,, = u,-, b,, 6, = t,_,a, by (ii). 
(c) If k<n - 1, then a’%b’ requires c,-, =a,_lt,,_I by (ii). Then (i), (ii) and 
(iii) hold for a’ and b’. Also a’gb yields c,-, =u,b,_,, b,_, =t,,c,-, and a,!=u,b,,, 
b,, = t,,a,, by (ii). 0 
Proposition 3.4. When a %Z b in No, then $a) = x(b) in (S),,,. 
Proof. This also follows from the result in [l] that every element of (S),, has a 
coded normal form. Let a = (a,,. . ,a,) and b = (b,, . . , b,), with a% b. We proceed 
by induction on n, considering only the case where a,_, is starred. If n = 1, then 
a = b and the result holds. Otherwise Lemma 3.3 provides a’ = (a,,. . ,a,,_,) and 
h’ = (b,, . . , b,,-2,cn-,) such that u’ 59 b’ and there exist r, t, u E S’ such that c’,!_, = a,,r, 
c,-, =ub,_,, b,,_, =tc,_,, a,=ub,, and b,=tu,. This implies b,,_, =b,,r. 
By the induction hypothesis, ~(a’) = n(b’). In (S),,,, a, = ub,, implies a,,b,*b,, = 
ub,h,*b,=ub,=a, and c~_,a,=c,*_,a,b,*b,=b,*_,b,,, since b,_, =B(b,,,a,,c,,-,). 
Hence rc(a) = rt(c~‘)a,, = $b’)a, = b[l*’ . b,_g,*_,a, = b[l*’ . b,_lhz_, b, = x(b). 0 
4. Main proofs 
First we show that V is a congruence. We begin with a converse for Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a = (a,, . . . ,a,) with a, sturred and b = (a,, . . ,a,_, , h,,), ,rhrrr 
6, 2’a,,. Let y,z E S scrtisjj z = t’y and y = wz, where 23, I+’ E S’ und b, = vu,, a, = wb,,. 
Then a)i %? b?. 
Proof. We have a)’ = a. y and by = b. z. If a,, 5.8 y, then h,, = ca, &. ~1’ = z; con- 
versely, b, <.# z implies a, = ub, <.d uz = y. This also holds for >.# and for d. 
If a,, Il.8 Y? then b, il.~y and (Al) yields a. y=b.z=O. 
If k =n and a, >p y, then b, >.Az, and (A2) yields a. y = (al,. ,a,,.~), with y 
unstarred and center y, and b.z=(a,,...,a,_,,b,,z). Then (i)-(iii) hold for a.y and 
b. z with t, = u, un = w, and t, = ui = 1 for all i # n. 
If k = n and a,, <.,v y, or if k = n and a, <.N y, then 6, <.r z, or b, < 8 z, and (A2) 
yields a.y=(a,,..., a,,~), with y unstarred and center a,, and b.z=(a,,....a,,_,, 
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b,,z). Then (i)-(iii) hold for a. y and b .z with tn+i = U, u,+l = w, and ti = ui = I for 
all i#n+ 1. 
If a,_1 <U a, 2.~ y, with, say, a,_, =sa,, then a,_, lu b,, >XZ, with a,_, =.swb,,, 
and B(a,_l,b,,z) =swz=sy=B(a,_~,a,, y). Hence (A3) or (A4) yields a.y= 
b.z. 0 
Lemma 4.2. If a%b and IuI= 1, then au%bu. 
Proof. Let a = (al,. . . , a,,) ?F (61, . , 6, ) = b, with centers ak, bk. The proof is by in- 
duction on II. By duality we may assume u = j, so that au = a. y, bu = b. y. If n = 1 
then a= b and augbbu. Assume n> 1. 
Assume that a, and 6, are starred. Then a,, 9 6, by (ii) (by (iii) if k = n). 
If a, (1.49 Y, then b,? 11.8 y and au = bu = 0. 
In case (A2), either k = n, or k <n and a, <,8 y. If k = n and a, >JA y, then 6, >.I y, 
and (A2) yields au = (al,. . . ,a,,y), with y unstarred and center y, and bu = (bl,. . , 
b,, y). Then (i)-(iii) hold for au and bu if we take ti,ui from a and b for all i < n + 1 
and let t,,+2 = u,+2 = t,+l = u,+, = 1. 
If k =n and a,, 5.4 y, then b, <JA y, and (A2) yields au= (al,. . .,a,, y), with y 
unstarred and center a,, and bu = (bl, . . . , b,, y). Then (i)-(iii) hold for au and bu if as 
above we take ti, ui from a and b for all i < n + 1 and let tn+2 = u,,+2 = t,+l = U,+I = 1. 
If k <n and a, <.J y, then b, +z, and (A2) yields au = (al,. . , a,, y), with y 
unstarred and center ap, and bu = (bl , . . . , b,,y). Again (i)-(iii) hold for au and bu 
if we take t;, ui from a and b for all i < n + 1 and let t,,+2 = u,+2 = tn+l = 
u,+] = 1. 
If n=2 and a,_1 +a,, then k = 1 and (i))(iii) reduce to al $61 and a2 & 62. 
If a,, 2.8 y, then b, 2.8 y and (A3) yields au =Z, bu = W, where ~“1 B(al,az, y ;'and 
w=B(bl,bz,y). If, say, al =sa2, then bl =sb2 and B(bl,b2,y)=sy=B(a,,a2,y). 
Hence au = bu. 
Finally, assume n>2 and a,_1 Lyaan &y. Then kin- 1, b,_l <U b,>.g y, and 
(A4) yields au = (al,. . . , an-2).z, bu=(b1,...,6,_2).w, where z=B(a,_I,a,,y) and 
w = B(b,_,, b,, y). We have a, = b,un and b, =antn by (iii), and a,_, =sa,,y= h,r = 
anunr, for some Y,S E S’. 
If k = n - 1, then (iii) yields b,_l = tnp2an_l tn = trlp2sa,t, = tn-zsb,. Hence w = t,-2 
sy = tn_2z. Also un_2tn-2anpl = a,_1 implies u,-2tn_2z =z, since z 1.~ a,_!; hence 
u,_~w = z. Let 
a’= (al ,. . . ,a,_z), b’= (61,. . , bn-z), b”= (bl,. . , bn--3,c,_2): 
where c,-2 = u,-2bnp2. By Lemma 3.3 (applied twice), a’V b”; by the induction 
hypothesis, au = a”~ V b" .z. By (i), bn_2 = tn-2c,-2; hence Lemma 4.1 yields b” .z % 
b’ w, and au %? bu. 
If k 5 n - 2, then (ii) yields 6,-I = tnplan--]tn = tn_lsa,t, = tn-lsb,,. Hence w = t,-1 
sy=t,_lz. Also ~,-lt~_la~_~ =a,_, implies un-~tn_~z=z, since z<.ra,_l; hence 
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u,_iw =z. Again let 
a’= (a, ,...,a,~2>, b’=(h, . . . . h-2), b”=(h, . . . . bn--3,c,~-2), 
where c,_2 = u,_,bn_2. By Lemma 3.3 (applied twice), a’% b” (cases (b) and (c) both 
yield c,-2 = un-i bn-2 when a,-2 is starred). By the induction hypothesis, au = a’ .z % 
6”‘~. By (ii) (by (iii) if k =n -2), b,,-2 =t,_,c,-2; hence Lemma 4.1 yields h”.z% 
hf. w, and au ‘8 bu. 
Now assume that a, and b,l are unstarred, still with U= j. By (B), au = (a,. . , 
a,_, ) .z, where z = a,y and a,_, is starred, and bu = (h,, . , h,_l ) IV, where w = b,j*. 
If k<n let a’=(a,,...,a,_,), with a,_~ starred, a”=(al,...,rr,,_*,c,~~), and h’= 
(hl,..., b,_,), where c,-1 =t,a,_,. By Lemma 3.3 (case (b) or (c), with a and h 
exchanged), a” % b’, and a”*% b’% = bu by the induction hypothesis. By (ii) (by 
(iii) if k =n- l), a,_, =u,c,_,, and a,=u,b,, b, = t,, a, yields z = u,w and w = t,lv. 
By Lemma 4.1, au = a’? V a”@. Hence au %? bu. 
If k=n, then b,=bl,. Let 
a’=(al,..., a ,,__ ,), b’=(b ,,..., bn_2,cn_,), b”-(bl ,._., b,,_,), 
where c,,_r = u,_r b,,_, . By Lemma 3.3, a’ 59 b’, and au = a’?V b’? by the induction 
hypothesis. By (i), b,_, =tn_,cn_,, and (iii) yields a, =u,_,b,,, b,=t,_,a,, and z= 
u,_rw,w=t,_rz. By Lemma 4.1, b’Fgb”Z=bu, and au%bu. 0 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that a%?b implies acV bc for all c. 
Lemma 4.3. a 5% b impiirs ca V? cb. 
Proof. Let a=(a,,. . . ,a,)%(b,, . ,b,) = b, with centers ak, bk. The proof is by 
induction on n. If n = 1 then a = b and ca %cb. Assume that n> 1 and that a,, is 
unstarred (the case where a, is starred is dual), so that a = a’. a, and b = b' b,, where 
a’=(a,,...,a,_,) and b’=(b ,,...,b+,). Then ca=(ca’).a, and cb=(cb’).b,. 
Let b”=(b,,...,bn_2,cn-,), where c,-1 =ub,_, and u=un-i if k=n, u=un if 
k<n. By (ii) (by (iii), if k=n), b,_]=tc,,_f, where t=t,_i if k=n, t==tn if 
k <n. By Lemma 3.3, a’ %‘b”. By the induction hypothesis, ca’ V? cb”. By Lemma 4.2, 
ca = (ca’) . a, V (cb”). a,,. It remains to show that cb = (cb’) ‘6, $5 (cb”). a,. 
If k = n, we have a,, = un-lb,, and b, = tn_,an, by (iii); if k <n, then a, = u,b, and 
b, = t, a,, by (ii). In either case, a, = ub, and b, = ta,. Let cb’= (c,, . . . , c,, ). We have 
b’=(bl,...,b,_l,b,_,) and b”=(b ,, . . . , bn_2,c,_,), with b,,_, and CO,_] starred and 
b,,_, = tc,,-,, c,,_, = ub,_l. By Lemma 2.3, cb”= (c,, . . . ,c,_,,d,), where cP = td,, and 
dp = uq,. Hence (~9’). h, % (cb”). a, follows from Lemma 4.1. 0 
It follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that ?Z is a congruence on No. We now show 
that the quotient algebra No/?? is a semigroup. 
Lemma 4.4. Let u,a,uEN hvith (u[ = (01 = 1. Then u(av)+Y(ua)v. 
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Proof. We use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. It turns out that u(au) = (ua)v in most cases. 
(a) First assume that u =X and a 1 is starred; also assume either that v = j and a, 
is starred, or that v = J* and a, is unstarred. Then uu and au are found as follows. 
Construct x0, x2, . . . , x,, thus: x0 =x; while i < n - 1 and xi 5~ a;+ 1 2.8 ai+2, let x;+2 = 
B(xi,u;+i,ai+2). Then p 2 k + 1 and: 
if p = n, then MU =X,,; 
if p<n and xp Iluu,+l> then uu = 0; 
otherwise,either p<n andxP>yup+i,or p=n-1 andxplyup+l,orp<n-1 
and xP 5~ up+, <,# a,,~; and MU = (xp,up+i,. . . ,a,), with xP unstarred. 
Construct y,,+i, yn_i,. . . , y, as follows: y,,+l = y; while i> 2 and y, 5 ai- 1 > ui-2, 
let yi-2=B(ui_2,ui_i,y,) if u=j, ~,-2=B(yi,a;_r,a,_2) if a=,i;*. Then q>k and, 
relative to 9 if v=y and to 9 if u=j*: 
if q= 1, then uo=j, if u=j, av=jt if rj=j*; 
if q>l and y4/luy_l, then uu=O; 
otherwise, either q > 1 and y, > u4_ I, or q = 2 and yy < uy_ 1, or q >2 and yq < 
uq_i <a,_~; and uv=(ul,..., u4- 1, yq), with y, unstarred if v = J, yy starred if 
V=J*. 
We have plk+ 1 and q>k, so that q>p- 1. 
If p <q we show that u(uv) = (uu)v. If ua # 0, then al,. . . , up are the same in a and 
au, so that x0,. . . , xp are the same for uu and u(uv); if uu=O, then u(av)=O=(uu)v; 
otherwise u(av) = (uu)u = (xp,up+l,. . , u4_ i, y4). Similarly, if uu # 0, then u4,. . . , a, are 
the same in a and MU, so that y,+i, . . . , y, are the same for au and (uu)u; if UL’= 0, 
then (uu)v = 0 = u(uv). This also holds if uu = au = 0. Therefore u(av) = (uu)v. 
If p=q, then again u(uv) = (uu)v. Since u =X, a, is unstarred and v = j. Also, 
1 <p<n. Since xP=B(xP-~,uP-~,uP) and yP =B(u,,a,+l,y,+~) exist, we have xP 5~ 
up 5~ up+1 and Y,, 5 up 5 UP-l; hence MU, au # 0, with ua = (x,, ++I,. . . , a,) and 
au = (a, ,. . . ,u,_i, yP). Hence x0,. . . , xp-2 are the same for uu and u(uu), but, in u(uu), 
xP = B(xp_2, up_ 1, up) is replaced by x; = B(xP_2, up- I, yP). Then u(au) = 5. Also, 
yn+l , . . , yP+2 are the same for au and (uu)v, but, in (uu)v, yP = B(a,, uP+l, yP+2) is 
replaced by yh =B(xp,up+ir yP+2). Then (uu)u = j$,. By Lemma 1 .l, 
and u(uv) = (uu)v. 
Nowletq=p-1. Sinceu=Z, a,=+~ isstarredandv=y*.Also, p>l andq<n. 
Since xP =B(xP_2,up-~,a,,) and yP_i =B(y,+~,u,,u,_~) exist, we have aP I.ru,_l and 
a,_, &a*; hence u,_i .%uP (and k=p- 1). Also, xP <~a, and yP_l <~u,_i; hence 
uu,uv#O, with UU=(X,,U,+~ ,..., a,) and uv=(ul,..., aP_2,yP_i). Hence xo ,..., xP-2 
are the same for uu and u(uv); if 3-2 (19 y,_i, then u(uu) = 0, otherwise u(uu) = 
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(xP_2,yP_l). Similarly, yn+l,...,y,,+l are the same for av and (ua)v; if xP ll~y~+~, 
then (ua)v = 0, otherwise (ua)~ = (x,, yp+t ). 
Let aP = a,_, t, aP_ 1 = a+, where t, u E S’. Then xP =xp_2t and yP_ 1 = yP+l u. By 
Lemma 1.1, xP-2 =xPu and yP+l = yp_lt. Hence, the dual of Lemma 4.1 implies that 
u(au) = (3-2, yr>-I > +z (xp, Yp+l > = (ua>c. 
Dually, the result also holds in case u =X* and al is unstarred, and either 1: = 7 and 
a, is starred, or c = j* and a, is unstarred. 
(b) Now assume that u =X and at is starred; also assume either that L’ = j and a,, is 
unstarred, or that u = j* and a, is starred. Then ua is found as above from x0,. . .,x,,. 
_. 
Let u’=any if v=y, L”==* if c=j*. If n = 1, then av = u’. If n > 1, then au = a’c’, 
where a’= (at,. . , a,_~ ); by the previous cases, u(av) = u(a’v’) = (ua’)u’. 
If p <n, then n > I and x0,. ,x,, are the same for ua and ua’. Assume p <n - 1. If 
xP I/ Y’ a,+l, then ua = ua’ = 0 and u(av) = (ua)o = 0. Otherwise ua = (x,, a,+~, . , a, ), 
ua’= (x,,q+~,. . ,a,_~), and (ua)r:= (xP,. . . ,a,_l)v’= (ua’)v’= u(m). 
lfp=n-l,thena,=aP+t isstarredandv=J*, v’=~*.Alsoua’=.$,.lfx,I/~Y~u,,, 
then ua = 0; also, xP IIy yan, for xP <y ya, would imply xP <y u, and 4, a,, >y ya, 
would imply x,, gY, a, since S is unambiguous; hence (MU’)U’= 0 and U(UU) = (ua)u = 0. 
Otherwise, ua = (~,,a,) and (ua)u =5&~‘= (uu’)o’= u(au). 
If p = n, then a,, = a* is unstarred, n > 1, p > 0, and v = j, U’ = W, where w = a,_v. 
Also ~a=?, and (ua)u=G by (Bl). Now x0,..., x,-2 are the same for ua and uu’. 
Since x,, =B(x,_~,u,_I,~,,) exists, we have x,-2 <yuan-t, ~a’=(.~,_~, a,_l),a,_, >$ 
a, 2.8 a, y, and (ua’)tl’ = Z by (A3), where z = &x,-2, a,_~, a,,~). If, say, x,-2 = ta,_ ,, 
then x, = ta, and z = ta, y =x,y = w. Hence u(av) = (ua)v. 
Dually, the result also holds in case u =X*, al is unstarred, and either c = J and a, 
is unstarred, or u = j* and a, is starred. 
(c) By the left-right symmetry between Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the result also holds 
in case either u =X and at is unstarred, or u = J* and at is starred, and either 1: = j 
and a, is starred, or u= j* and a, is unstarred. 
(d) Finally, assume that u =X and at is unstarred, and that either v = j and a, is 
unstarred, or that u = j* and a, is starred. Let x’ = xa 1 and U’ = X’. If v = ~7, let y’ = a, y 
and c’= J’; if u = ji”, let y’ = ya, and L” = j’*. 
If n>2, then ua=u’(a2 ,..., a,), av=(al , . . . , a,_~ )v’. By previous cases, 
(ua)c = (U’(Q )...) a,))a=u’((az ,...) a,)u) = u’((u2,. . ,a,_, )v’), 
u(au) = u((a, )...) a,_,)v’)=(u(a, , . . . ,a,_,))v’= (u’(u2,. . . ,a,_, ))u’, 
and u(av) = (ua)u. 
If n = 2, then v = v*, y’ = ya2, and v’ = ,‘*. Also ua =i’iir and au = Cl J’*. By 
previous cases, 
(ua)u = (u’&v = z&2*, v) = U’ZI’, 
Again u(av) = (ua)v. 
u(au) = u(Z, c’) = (uii, )c’= u’v’. 
If n=l, then v=y, au=xat, uv=aly, and a(uv)=x(a~y)=(xaI)y=(ua)c. 0 
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We can now prove: 
Lemma 4.5. C = No/%? is cc semigroup. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, we have 
(1) u(av)G?((ua)u whenever IuI= /rl= 1. 
We show 
(2) x(ab) %? (xa)b whenever /xi= 1. 
This follows from (1) if Ibl = 1. If Ibl > 1, then, by Lemma 1.6, b = b”u, where IuI = 1, 
and 
x(ub) =x(a(b”u)) = x((ub”)u) 
W (x(ab”))u by (1) 
59 ((xu)b”)u by the induction hypothesis 
= (xu)(b”u) = (xu)b. 
Next, we show 
(3) u(by)%?(ub)y whenever Iyl= 1. 
This follows from (1) if Ial = 1. If Ial > 1, then, by Lemma 1.6, a = tu’, where ItI = 1, 
and 
4by) = (ta’>(by)~4a’(b)) by (2) 
q t((a’b)y) by the induction hypothesis 
+Z (t(a’b))y by (1) 
Q? ((ta’)b)y by (2) 
= (ub)y. 
We can now prove that u(bc) %? (ub)c for all a, b, c E No. This is trivial if a = 0 or 
b = 0 or c = 0, and follows from (3) if Ic/ = 1. If /cl > 1, then, by Lemma 1.6, c = C”U, 
where luI= 1, and 
u(bc) = u(b(c”u)) = u((bc”)u) V (u(bc”))u by (3) 
% ((ub)c”)u by the induction hypothesis 
= (ab)(c”u) = (ab)c. 0 
By Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, C is generated by a copy of S US* U {0}, and the 
defining relations of (S),,, hold in C. Hence, there is a homomorphism cp :(S),, + C, 
which sends x ES to the V-class C, of X, and x* ES’ to Ci-. On the other hand, 
it follows from Proposition 3.4 that the homomorphism 7c :No d(S),,, induces a ho- 
momorphism rt : C + (S),,,. Then rc and cp are mutually inverse isomorphisms. Thus 
C” (Sk,. 
Since 77 : C i (S),,, is an isomorphism, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that every 
element of (S),, is the product of a unique coded normal sequence. 
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